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1. For Card, Victor Espinosa on return PBPrime told Odurge and Odenvy of Amlash conspiracy; contacts with Amlash 2 and 3, Cusinafu 9,

Mirreles; criticism of Kubark staffers at Madrid, including Grovery;

Derogatory allegations on Cardport, Cuswift, Cuswhpp; Mirreles scare

in accepting as serious joking recruitment by Amlash 3 for SOVs;

Relationship at Card among Bob, Dick, Maureen, Luis Fernandez,

Cusinafu 9; clumsy attempt use Cuswhip against Cusinafu 19 who lighting

of Cuswhip ties with Kubark; Cuswhip pocketing difference between Kubark

Payments for jewelry and amounts given to Cusinafu 19; generally inept

Handling of Amlashes; needs of Amlash 1 to yet prompt reply on Kubark

Attitude toward him.

Sabetay is aware of details above as told to Langosch by Zspinosa.
2. FOR DIR: Tota, girl named by Espinosa, is in SWIFT 7, refs dx and D. She never employed in web and never in contact Kubark staffs.

(15-2)

Madrid photos of materials which Espinosa Callej Cuis ciphers and microfilm were forwarded HQS 19 April by ref C. Request results of HQS study.

3. Stockwood Langosch meeting to discuss above and ref B matters may be profitable. Langosch will telephone Stockwood from Perpignan to determine if feasible for Stockwood meet him there or nearby place. In view Stockwood previous assignment (Barcelona) assume no security problem if he seen by (Quantum).